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A
fter close to two decades of research, es-
sentially by government bodies in the
case of genetically modified mustard,
the Genetic Engineering Appraisal

Committee (GEAC) attached to the ministry of en-
vironment has recommended commercialisation
of the crop. If Environment Minister Anil Dave
gives the green signal and the Supreme Court too
approves (it has stayed the commercialisation of
GM mustard), mustard will be the first GM food
crop to be grown in India. The RSS-ailiated
Swadeshi Jagaran Manch and anti-GMO activists
have already voiced their disapproval, possibly ex-
erting pressure on the minister to do what the
UPA’s Jairam Ramesh did seven years ago in the
case of Bt brinjal (in which the bacillus thuringien-
sis gene is introduced): impose a moratorium on
its release. The only GM plant to be grown in India
is Bt cotton, since 2002. In its hearing last October,
the Supreme Court had asked the Centre to seek
public opinion on GM mustard before going
ahead. If the apex court does lift its stay, it could
clear the way for the spread of Bt brinjal and other
transgenic varieties. Farmers and scientists would
welcome the move for the improvements in yield,
even as concerns over the health and environ-
mental consequences of GM technology, perhaps
a trifle overblown, refuse to die away. 

However, the Centre must allay apprehensions
that surfaced in the case of the Bt brinjal trials. A
body of scientific opinion had then said that the
GEAC had not observed due process in carrying
out the tests, prompting Ramesh to reverse the
committee’s decision. It was also argued that the
agency developing the plant variety should not be
involved in the field trials. An independent body,
with multiple stakeholders, should take a call on
issues related to GM. The fact that Europe has by
and large shut its doors on GM foods, even as the
US and Latin American countries have accepted
them, only shows that public opinion remains di-
vided and confused on this subject. All the more
reason, then, to have an open regulatory regime
that demystifies the technology and is transpar-
ent in its functioning. 

GM foods promise a way out of a potential
Malthusian trap, arguably with less pesticide use
in the short run than existing varieties. After dec-
ades of heated debate, it would seem that the
truth lies somewhere between the claims of the
evangelists and the naysayers. In the case of GM
mustard, where yields are expected to rise by up
to 30 per cent, it is also worth looking at other
ways to achieve a similar result. Above all, the
right institutions are required to move ahead
with an open mind. 

Mulling over mustard 
GM varieties should be promoted in a

responsible way 
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W
hile a good deal is
known about the
domestic and
European ambi-

tions of French president-elect Em-
manuel Macron, the same cannot
be said of his goals for France’s con-
nections with the rest of the world.
With a few exceptions — such as cri-
ticism of Russia over alleged inter-
ference in the presidential elections
and his commitment to reinforcing
alliances such as Nato — much of
his campaign focused on the social
and economic reforms he hopes
will help revive France’s fortunes, as
well as the strengthening of the
European project he hopes to
champion (dependent of course on
other partners, not least Germany). 

His election “programme” (mani-
festo) makes just a few mentions of
other nations or regions beyond
Europe, including China, Russia
and the US (which he highlights as
competitors who France is better
able to stand up to as part of
Europe) and Africa (towards which
he pledges a new policy approach).
While there is no mention of India,
it is possible to get a sense of what
will lie ahead for France-India rela-
tions from the trajectory of his
strategy to date.

Reading the signs
The initial signs are that relations
will follow the same track they have
under past presidencies, which has
seen a gradual strengthening of
ties following the 1998 strategic dia-

logue, which led to strategic part-
nerships in areas such as space, de-
fence and civil nuclear cooperation. 

“On core foreign policy issues
such as security and defence, the
fight against terrorism, we are not
likely to see much change,” says
Jean Luc Racine, senior CNRS fellow
at the Centre for South Asian Stud-
ies (EHESS) in Paris. He noted the
particularly warm reception to
Macron’s election from President
Pranab Mukherjee who in a state-
ment this week hailed the “decisive
mandate” for his leadership and vis-
ion, and highlighted India’s “multi-
faceted strategic partnership” with
the country. Prime Minister
Nareandra Modi who also congrat-
ulated Macron for his “emphatic
victory” is due to meet him at the
G-20 summit in Hamburg in July
this year, though Racine believes it
will take longer for new parameters
of the bilateral relationship to be-
come apparent. 

Asian ties
The continuance of strong ties with
India were likely to be supported by
the decision of Jean-Yves Le Drian,
the defence minister under Presid-
ent Francoise Hollande who was
key to furthering France’s strategic
partnerships across Asia, to support
Macron, who has been warmly wel-
comed into his camp, says Fran-
coise Godement, director of the
Asia Programme at the European
Council on Foreign Relations. “I
think we have a somewhat contra-
dictory picture of (Macron) — on
the one hand he is someone who
has met and created a network with
hundreds of people who advise him
but he is also known to be someone
who makes his decisions within a
tight circle so he is presumably
someone who learns a lot but
makes his own decisions,” he ad-
ded. 

India and France maintained a

close relationship during Hol-
lande’s presidency: with Modi visit-
ing France in early 2015 (his first
visit as prime minister to a
European nation), followed by a
visit later that year to attend the UN
climate change conference in Paris.
Hollande visited India in January
2016, during which a number of
commercial and economic agree-
ments were reached, as well as
those relating to defence, space,
railways, and the purchase of 36 Ra-
fale aircraft by India. 

While defence and strategic co-
operation has been strong, a Mac-
ron presidency could spur greater
cooperation in the areas of busi-
ness and economy, says Godement,
noting Macron’s overall emphasis
on strengthening the French eco-
nomy, which has seen tepid growth
rates in recent years, and tackling
high levels of unemployment, as
well as the enthusiasm with which
he welcomed foreign investment to
the country (particularly from
China) while economy minister in
the Hollande administration. His
adherence to free trade and open
border principles were reiterated
strongly during his electoral cam-
paign including during a visit to a

factory in his home town of Amiens
where he very publicly debated
with Marine Le Pen supporters, ar-
guing that closing borders and pro-
tectionist measures would not help
save French jobs and the economy
in the long run. Bilateral trade
between India and France has
grown steadily (from €5.13 billion in
2006 to €8.5 billion in 2015). France
is the ninth largest foreign investor
in India, while around 75 Indian
companies operate in France, em-
ploying around 7,000 people. 

Welcoming stance
Godement noted that while Mac-
ron’s clearest stances on immigra-
tion had centred around EU cit-
izens, his overall economic
ambitions — particularly to spur in-
novation in the French economy —
would likely include an approach
that welcomed skilled talent from
countries such as India. “His views
have tended to emerge through the
economic lens and that is likely to
be true of his foreign policy ap-
proach,” he said. Racine added Mac-
ron’s approach would also likely
emphasise an openness to interna-
tional students for higher educa-
tion or doctorate-level study, given

his focus on innovation and educa-
tion. Much of the potential for
strengthening the bilateral rela-
tionship will of course depend on
external factors such as Macron’s
ability to secure the closer
European relationship that he has
been seeking, which he argues will
be key to the region’s and France’s
success. While this will of course de-
pend on the cooperation of
European partners (not least Ger-
many), Macron’s ability to carry out
reforms domestically will depend
on the structure of the legislative
assembly (and who becomes the
next prime minister), which will be
decided in elections that follow
next month. 

Much will depend on the success
of his La Republique en Marche can-
didates as well as those of other
parties: a strong performance by
either the La France Insoumise (Re-
bellious France) camp of leftwing
Jean Luc Melenchon (which is
strongly against many of Macron’s
policy proposals, including reforms
to the labour market) or the protec-
tionist, anti-immigrant National
Front could make his reform ambi-
tions harder to realise. This will be
less so when it comes to foreign
policy, though, notes Godement
who points to the greater freedom
given constitutionally to the presid-
ency on issues of foreign policy and
defence, requiring the prime minis-
ter to work for and with the presid-
ent, even when they came from op-
posing political camps. 

Still, Godement believes that in
contrast to some past presidencies,
Macron’s was likely to focus on
longer-term economic issues — do-
mestically and internationally —
rather than becoming immersed in
big ticket geopolitical issues and in-
terventionism that had weighed on
past presidencies. “He cannot avoid
these but is likely to attempt a dif-
ferent approach,” he says. 

That includes how France will approach India, even as continuity rather than change is on the cards 

The next president Unlikely to be hurried along, but will be willing AFP

Macron’s foreign policy, a grey area
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W
hen the asteroid
named 2014 J025
passed by Earth in
April, it came

within 1.1 million miles of the
planet — a close shave by cosmic
standards and the nearest in more
than a decade. At nearly a mile
across, it could have killed tens of
millions if it had hit a heavily popu-
lated area. While its path was a mat-
ter of astronomy, J025’s discovery
was largely a matter of luck. NASA is
currently required by Congress to
focus on locating near-Earth objects
(NEOs) that are much smaller than
J025, starting with ones bigger than
a football field. But the agency has
located less than a third of the more
than 10,000 that are estimated to
be out there, and there’s little
chance of finding them all by its
2020 deadline.

Those figures are a reminder of
the incomprehensible mission of
the Near-Earth Object Program. Yet
its budget is a mere $50 million per
year, having just survived an at-
tempt by the Trump administration
to cancel plans for a manned mis-
sion that would explore redirecting
asteroids headed for Earth. To un-

derstand why that’s a pittance, you
need to understand a very, very big
idea: existential risk.

Humans at risk
An existential risk is an event that
could end the human race. There is
no coming back from existential
risks; the loss is essentially infinite.
We know that asteroids are an exist-
ential risk because they have the
track record. Sixty-six million years
ago, a six-mile-wide asteroid
slammed into what is now the Yu-
catan Peninsula — and ended the di-
nosaurs. With thousands of large
NEOs out there, one will end up on a
collision course with Earth sooner
or later.

Timing is everything. If scientists
knew that a large asteroid was al-
most certainly going to hit Earth
over the next decade, or even over
the next century, money would be
no object. It almost certainly won’t,
though. In 2001, a UK task force es-
timated that an asteroid large
enough to kill at least 1.5 billion
people has just a one-in-250,000
chance of hitting Earth in a given
year. 

So why worry about asteroids at
all? The odds are small, President
Obama’s science adviser John Hold-

ren told Congress in 2013, after a
small asteroid broke up over the
Russian city of Chelyabinsk. But the
potential consequences of such an
event are so large, it makes sense to
take the risk seriously.

To begin to get a sense of how
much we should be spending to
avert an asteroid strike, we need to
try to put a price on the priceless:
the value of the human race. In his
book, Catastrophe: Risk and Re-
sponse, the polymath jurist and eco-
nomist Richard Posner tried to do
just that, valuing a human life at $2
million. (The US government, in
judging the impact of regulations,
has estimated a single American life
at upwards of $9.1 million.) By those

figures, an asteroid strike that
killed 1.5 billion people would cost
$3 quadrillion, or 3 million billion,
which, with a one-in-250,000 yearly
probability, works out to an annual-
ised cost of asteroid strikes of $12
billion.

Pretty low figures
That’s anything but a precise figure.
Because asteroid strikes are so rare,
our estimates about the probability
of a collision are necessarily imper-
fect. Then again, it could well turn
out that the collisions are more
likely than we think now, which
would make that annual cost even
higher. But Posner’s calculations
still make a strong argument that
while we may not know exactly how
much we should reasonably budget
on asteroid defence, spending $50
million a year to protect ourselves
from an event that could cost $12
billion annually is much too low.

Posner’s book brought attention
to the issue. But there is still much
more to prepare ourselves, without
breaking the budget. At the cost of
$500 to $750 million, NASA could
put an infrared-sensing telescope
in a Venus-like orbit, which would
help identify asteroids that can’t
currently be spotted because they

are obscured by the sun’s glare. A
National Academy of Sciences re-
port pegged the cost of an optimal
asteroid search programme at
about $100 million a year, which
would have the added benefit of
providing more reliable estimates
about how often an asteroid might
hit Earth, which in turn would help
us refine the calculation of how
much we should be spending on de-
fence. And with work, we’ll learn to
defend ourselves.

The spending bill reached by
Congress on April 30 ignored the
White House’s request to cancel the
Obama administration’s plan to
send a robotic craft to a near-Earth
asteroid, followed later by astro-
nauts, which would enable the
agency to test out strategies to de-
flect an incoming object. The deal
even increases funding for NASA by
more than a half billion dollars and
allows some of that money to be
used on the planned asteroid mis-
sion. It’s a good step, even if the
money doesn’t yet come close to
matching the risk we face. A large
asteroid hitting Earth would be a
natural disaster like no other — but
as with any other natural disaster,
the least we can do is buy a decent
insurance policy. BLOOMBERG

If warding off asteroids costs money, so be it
How do we put a price on the priceless: the value of the human race? Asteroids undoubtedly pose an existential risk
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Remaining marginalised 

According to the Indian Exclusion
Report (IXR) released by the
Centre for Enquiry Studies (CES),
dalits, adivasis and muslims con-
tinue to be the most excluded
communities, from pension for
the elderly, digital access, agricul-
ture land and legal aid for the un-
dertrials. This paints a grim pic-
ture of India.

On the landholdings front, the
CES study has found no change in
the feudal system. The alienation
of adivasis from their land oc-
curred largely due to “develop-
mental activities”. Land reforms
remain on paper. As many as 1.063
billion Indians don’t have access
to the internet. The elderly from
these marginalised communities
are left to fend for themselves. Im-
poverishment and lack of political
clout explain why undertrials
from these communities languish
in jail indefinitely. 

Cosmetic measures such as de-

monetisation and bank accounts
cannot in themselves mitigate
poverty. The patriotism of the priv-
ileged has to be measured by what
they do to improve the lot of the
impoverished. 
G David Milton
Maruthancode, Tamil Nadu 

Rescue the sector

This is with reference to ‘Night-
mare on IT St: thousands to be
sacked’ by Agarwal, Ganesh and
Kurmanath (May 9). The situation
calls for urgent action by the IT in-
dustry, and the Government. 

Management could ofer a pack-
age deal: reduce working hours
and salaries to 33 per cent for six
months, ofer retraining and
reskilling programmes within 6
months to be paid for by the em-
ployer (from savings of up to 33
per cent of employees’ salary),
with the Government allowing tax
deductions for the cost of retrain-
ing and reskilling. 

Senior management should also
share the pain and accept a tem-
porary reduction in remunera-
tion. 

Germany used a flexible work-
ing hours programme to get over
the economic downturn in 2008
in the manufacturing sector. We
need to think bold. What is Nas-
scom doing? The situation exposes
the lack of strategic planning by
senior management. They should
have anticipated the develop-
ments and planned how to deal
with them instead of simply lay-
ing of employees. 
Bhaskar Balakrishnan
Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh

It augurs well that the Nifty and
Sensex are galloping to new
heights; however the IT industries
trimming their workforce is cause
for concern. Jobs disappearing in
the IT sector will have ca ascading
efect on other sectors. The be-
hemoths of bellwether companies

have to explore ways to grapple
with the situation.
HP Murali
Bengaluru

Carry a bag
This is with reference to ‘Mis-
guided view of Swachh Bharat’ by
Jinoy Jose (From the Viewsroom,
May 12). Segregating and compost-
ing organic waste at source —
household/community level — is
one of the best solutions. That
would leave only non-biodegrad-
able wastes to be collected and
these can be recycled for road-lay-
ing or oil generation. 

It makes ecological sense to
carry our own cloth/jute bags to
shops; else, return the plastic bags
to the shop after emptying the
contents at home. The local kirana
shopwala rues that he incurs a use-
less expenditure of ₹3,600/month
on plastic packaging and carry
bags for customers with zero ROI
either in the form of a plastic-fee

or the bags being returned. Plastic
packaging wastenot collected
back by companies, contributes to
mountains of trash. American
writer Vance Packard had said
long ago in his thought-provoking
book, The Waste Makers, that
“Prodigality is the spirit of the era.
Historians, I suspect, may allude to
this as the Throwaway Age.” 

Thankfully, over the decades, the
lacuna is being redressed by the
humble ragpicker eking out a live-
lihood from garbage salvaging.
But will the onus of the ‘take-back’
mechanism penalise the producer
by adding to his costs in a cut-
throat market? As the economist,
Raja Chelliah said: “A producer can
respond to the rise in the unit cost
by reducing the level of output or/
and substituting an eco-friendly
input for the polluting input.
Either of these choices will reduce
the pollution load.”
CV Krishna Manoj
Hyderabad
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